Tis the season to be jolly
but 'tis also the season to be jolly careful."!
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How many deer would a
reindeer reign if a reindeer
could reign deer?

What do Santa’s little helpers learn at
school? The elf-abet!


What did the stamp say to the Christmas

What does Santa do when his elves

card? Stick with me and we’ll go places!

misbehave? He gives them the sack!

So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.
Edithares
December - Teutonic
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CH3 – News – Events

Nothing really exciting - ZOOM events, Safe Distancing

Soon will be CHRISTMAS





Who is Santa's favorite
singer?
Elf-is Presley!
What kind of motorbike
does Santa ride?
A Holly Davidson!.
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R.I.P.

Tom “Toyboy” Corder

R.I.P
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Run 2173 Wandlebury Country Park
Hare: Wrong Way
Scribe: Jetstream
Being very efficient we’d paid for the car park in advance
and
were rather put out to find “car park full” signs as we
approached Wandlebury. Like all good hashers we
ignored the signs and were rewarded with the last
parking spot in the park.
One great thing about the restrictions which apply to hashing is that we don’t have a prompt 11 o’clock
start and so can’t be late! Bliss!
As instructed we set off from the ticket machine and found dust a few yards away just before a four-way
junction. Wrong Way informed us that he’d laid the trail in grey chalk powder, where on earth had he
found that? It certainly gave us eye strain as we searched for traces of the trail.
Predictably we went around the ring in a clock-wise direction, where we were joined by Horny and Sox
Maniac, who were finding it equally difficult to see the dust. No check but suddenly no dust either.
Eventually we found it on the path to the Highland cattle, magnificent beasts but not on trail. On-On
eventually called by Horny around the other side of the field.
Lovely trail through the woods, reminded me of El Rave and Paparazzi’s Red Dress run I Janaury. Then
we came across a traffic jam. Social distancing Posh, Fraser, Schoolboy’s Dream, Mother Tucker,
Horny and Sox Maniac were having a semi-legal gathering by a gate and generally blocking the
footpath. A bit of two metre chit chat and we were on again. Missed a bit of trail, presumably it did a
loop up to the Roman Road, and then down the avenue towards the main Road. At the corner the trail
went right, back to the car park, but as it was a short 4k trail, we long cutted across the road and
followed El Rave’s trail (the dust had finally disappeared after four months) which took us up to the top
of the hill behind the Gog Magog car park with beautiful views across the fields.
As there had been no check points there was nowhere for The Earl of Pampisford to loiter. We didn’t
see One for His Knob and It’ll Come Off, who were reported to be somewhere out on trail. Must have
been early birds.
Back at the car park we bumped into Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai and El Nino, who had been
enjoying a private beer stop on the in trail. They had been running with El Rave and Paparazzi who
had now gone off to join the 1 o’clock Zoom virtual circle where the usual suspects were joined by
Sperm Whale – who sent him the link?
Thanks to Wrong Way for laying the trail, hopefully we can keep on hashing and social distancing each
week until the restrictions are lifted.

Run No: 2175

Date: 07-Jun-2020
Venue: The Clock Tower, Hilton Road, Fenstanton-Cannings
Hares: Smeghead & While You`re Down There
Scribe: Generator
So it all started at the Clock Tower, Fenstanton.
Hares: Smeg Head and While You’re Down There
An ideal place to start a socially distancing run…not all the hashers were present or starting at the same
time, and some not there at all, such as the scribe!
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And some of those who appeared on the 11am Zoom Circle.. El Rave and Paparazzi, Hold It For Me,
Bastard, Slaphead, and Generator.. were later seen at Fenstanton or in Bishop’s Cannings.or maybe no
where on trail...
So as ever, a motley band of hashers appeared from their different planets on the Virtual Reality
Screen..some slobbing half comatose indoors, others huffing and puffing in the great outdoors..already
onon the trail before 11am,even before the Circle was called for a timely start .. Down downs for overenthusiasm on a Sunday morning? While others maybe started late, or never even emerged into the
outside world!

But Horny, Sox Maniac, Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai, Shamcock, U-Bend, El Rave and
Paparazzi. Ooh La La..El Niño were all there, and your scribe somewhere else.

Well it just so happens that the Scribe’s virtual reality Fenstanton aka Bishop’s Cannings trail on the Ups
and Downs and along valley waterways bore a canny or is that cannings resemblance to the Fenstanton
land marks described by hares and hashers on the day..…
There was a church! There was a river (well a tiny one)..and a canal and streams!…
There was an area resembling a fen! with rushes, clear water, floating duck weed!..
There was wildlife..there were willow trees.. there was social distancing!!...
There were ,to quote Ooh La La, ‘pretty views near the church”..
But there were also spectacular views from the Downs, and historic archaeological features, and the less
historic but impressive much mentioned “Straw Henge”..fields with cows and calves, even free ranging
tamworth pigs..longing to join the jaunt..
it was indeed, to quote Shammy & U-Bend:
“a super trot along the river..plus GOOD BEER and SNAX!!
What more could you want from an excellent hash and On-In??…good company of course!..
& where was it? why it was there zooming in from Fenstanton and the planets .. virtual company on the
ZOOM…but there was even real company …stray hashers who came on in to the On-In, who were
socially distanced, politely sipping their beers and drinks in the sunshine..
Down downs given: Smeg Head and While You’re Down There(hares), Taxi(returnee and for battling
with a bull), El Rave( for being stupid).
And the Ghost of Gus McKay almost fell over without blowing the bagpipes.

On on.
Generator

Run No: 2177
Date: 21-Jun-2020
Venue: Milton GP Surgery, 87 Coles Road, Milton
Hares: Frazier & Hold It For Me
Scribe: Muthatuka
Isn’t it amazing how a new trail opens up whole bits of Cambridgeshire that you’ve never
seen, or at least connects it to bits you have seen. Todays run was sadly set by an athlete,
but fortunately his experienced hasher chromosome won the day so we
didn’t do his daily 10 mile run, just the pretty bits.
It all started in a bit of Milton that only a local would know about –
probably because the hare used to make beer nearby. ( it must be nice to
have your own patron saint ) We met up in a surgery parking lot, which
was mercifully empty, save for the odd wandering hasher bumping into
trees, and one terrified dog walker.
We set off, rapidly entering the world of Milton Country Park. Grandly
named, but was probably once the fagbutt end of the A14 development. Clearly it was
simple to divert all the drains to the existing bog, plant trees and call it somehow natural.
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It now has tracks everywhere, a small lake, or giant pond, lots of dog walkers, and odd
single people( or two) standing utterly still in darkened shrubbery.
The current virus situation has meant that quite a few of the chattering public were also
wandering around with offspring in tow, pasty white and overweight, debating amongst
themselves what all the green stuff was. The trail was very well laid all through it, with
sawdust in abundance, sometimes too much, as we discovered Wimp and Taxi No-Noing
half way around it.
The run was brisk, even when stopping to admire the lake vista. Those with length of leg
didn’t do too badly.
On On ing across fields, and across back gardens, we espied poppies everywhere, ancient
still relics frozen on their sun patios, and then blundered into a wonder of Victorian
engineering – Bates Bight Lock.
Further wonders awaited, as there sat (sob) all unloved, was a half cask of beer.

Being cup/glass/grail/panikin – less, I
steeled myself to Take a Knee for all the
right reasons, and attempt an act resembling
that which technically has no name, because
the participants mouth is always full.
Fortunately I was saved from myself by the
hares fair assistant, offering a coffee cup of
murky origin. Other hashers appeared,
some with their own cups, all assailed the
beer with enthusiasm.
The sausage rolls were fabulous!
One hasher almost didn’t make it, our
resident leprechaun was seen doggedly heading across a field in the wrong direction, and
had to be enticed back by a bevvy of
hashers waving beer glasses at him.
Strangely, he took some convincing.
Perhaps we were a mirage?
For those with the lung capacity, an
extra run loop awaited.. I confess that I
didn’t run it as fast as some, but I did
come back with pockets fill of poppy
seeds.
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The run went ON over the lock, and down a long track towards Horningsea. This aroused
some dread, as it meant another 5 miles of run to the next bridge . but then – a turnback.
The bastud, the infamy, this was a Jungle rules run! We couldn’t just do a Cummings
because we feel like it!
I voiced this opinion in high dudgeon, but was pelted with poppies and left to curse the
injustice of it alone– and seek solace of the beerstop again.
The run did carry on tough, on to the A14 embankment, and then back down the Cam to
the finish. What a glorious day.
ON! ON!
MT

Run No: 2179
Date: 05-Jul-2020
Venue: , 12 St Philips Road, Newmarket
Hares: Debonaire & Double Top
Scribe: While You`re Down There
Newmarket is definitely not a “one horse town”, in fact it is home to
3500 of them- but we didn’t see any, even though Debonaire had told
us to be alert for horses !.
On a beautifully warm and sunny day, if not rather windy, the trail
started from DT’s house, and when I arrived the two hares and Big
Leg were partaking of coffee in the garden( very civilized). I set off
with It’ll Come off and One for his Nob socially distancing of coursewe found the first blob of flour down the street and we were On.
After wandering through housing estates, and industrial estates I
found the four to be somewhat sparse. DT informed me later that the
rabbits must have eaten it in the night- yeah right ! However ,the lack
of flour was a good ploy as it kept the “pack” together – socially
distancing of course. We were soon joined by El Rave, Paparazzi, Sox,
Horny, Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai and El Nino, at various points,
all looking for blobs .At one point we were running around a vast
playing field looking for flour. El Rave having had some inside info from the Hare was told to go up a
grassy slope onto the playing field and head towards a yellow gate. We all found the yellow gate but no
flour !. Our little group on the other hand ,had been told if lost head for the Exening Road- which we did,
and found a blue gate- with flour -Yeah !
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More wandering through the back streets of
Newmarket, bought us to familiar territory, so we
headed back to the start. El Rave, Paparazzi and a
few others decided to follow the trail and did a
few extra loops before arriving back.
Back at the house we came across 2 Community
Enforcement Officers standing outside. Had DT’s
neighbours called them because of the noise
coming from her garden ?. No- it was a car parked
on double yellow lines !
The drinks stop in celebration of Debonnaire’s
birthday was in full swing in the back garden.
Where we found Taxi, Gorilla, Lightening,
Bengazzi, Ooh La La, U-bend, Shamcock, Jetatream, and Unmentionable There we found a wonderful
spread of food, with a contribution of a chocolatey highly calorific, squidgy delicacy from Gorilla. The
usual drinks that one comes to expect from the Hares- Beer, Gin, Wine, Pimms,
etc etc.
The sun was shining, and a great relaxed time was had by all- so much, that a
few Harriettes were seen in the Jacuzzi cooling off- social distancing of course( DT, Sox and It’ll Come Off)
An interesting trail- lots of checking out, and a superb On-On.
Thank you Debonnaire and DT for a great day.
P.S Where were all the Horses ????
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September and final Blessings
from your defarting RA

My first and final rant for 2019-20, and what an
interesting time it’s been for the past 12 months. It
started well in the usual Cambridge tradition, no
tits out but some lively circles, the odd spot of rain
but generally fair weather, thanks to Jetstream.
The Joint Masters, Blowback and Wrong Way,
arranged a very successful Christmas Run, with a
lot of help from Debonaire, Big Leg and others
who provided the food and the ONiON band who
got everyone dancing and generally having a good
time.
Our last “normal“ run this year was a joint affair
with Essex H3, and it all went downhill after that.
Covid-19 struck and we had to decide how to keep
hashing safely whilst the virus circulated the
country.
We missed a week or two, but then things began to
fall into place and we managed to keep hashing,
either remotely (thanks Toed Bedsores) or in a
simplified, social distancing, form following
jungle rules.
Zoom circles were held and although rather
shambolic on occasions, managed to keep hashers
in touch with one another, including CIA in the
USA, The Penguin in Aberdeen and even
Gunpowder Plod in Hong Kong (although it may
have been better with video and sound – or maybe
not).
Bear arranged a virtual run in Singapore, but even
with a real input from Raffles’ Bar from
Diplomat’s sons, it failed to become a regular
event.
It would seem appropriate to mention those Hares
who have kept the hash on track since the dark
days of March. So, a special thankyou to all those
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who volunteered to lay a physical trail, and, as
they say, in no special order:
Horny & Sox Maniac, Shamcock & U-Bend,
Little Blow, Blowback, Wai Wai & El Nino, El
Rave & Paparazzi, Only Me, Pedro, Wrong
Way, It’ll Come Off, One For His Knob, The
Earl, While You’re Down There, Smeg Head,
Hold It For Me, Debonaire, Double Top, Big
Leg, Unmentionable & Jetstream, Mr Titanic,
Goldfinger, Toed Bedsores. If anyone is missed
off, blame hash stats!
Rather like Pompeii after the eruption of Mount
Vesuvius, Hash Stats froze on Run 2163, the last
run before lockdown, and haven’t been updated on
the webshite since. Records have been kept by
Hash Cash and the GM of actual and virtual
runners so maybe the stats could be updated? I
would suggest that both Zoom and actual runs
should count for last year, but now that things are
returning to a new normal, only actual runs should
count from the AGPU onwards.
Several hashers have passed milestones during the
Covid-19 period and need to be rewarded as usual.
Klinger started a novel way of appointing scribes
but the system broke down with too many dead
hashers being appointed to do the run write-ups.
Although scribes were appointed each week it was
disappointing that only 55% of the reports were
completed. No need to list the miscreants, you
know who you are!
The only namings this year involved the younger
generation with Paddy & Seamus joining Road
Runner and El Nino with hash handles.
What else happened? Attempts to sing the proper
words to the down-down song had mixed results,
it’s going to take CH3 several years before they
sing “he tried to go to heaven but he went the other
way” instead of the nonsensical “and you’ll never
go to heaven in a long long way”.
No down-downs since lockdown so there is a long
list of sinners waiting for a suitable occasion for
punishment! Good luck to the new
Mismanagement, especially the new RA, Horny
(without an “e”). With El Rave as verger they will
make a good team!
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Run No: 2181

Date: 19-Jul-2020
Venue: , Sheringham
Hares: Horny & Sox Maniac
Scribe: Shamcock
Hashers All,
This exotic run was brought to you all, by a fine duo of crazy hares....
They laid it on the Saturday, the heavens opened that night, so they
had to re-lay the chalky bits on the Sunday morning, after having
humped the booze and snacks, early in the morning, to the beach
beer stop.
As the re-setting didn’t happen until AFTER most of the baying
hounds had set off, confusion reigned at the following locations.....
1) Exit from Sheringham.... Status: MODERATE.
2) Pretty Corner Woods ......Status: EXTREME.
3) Upper Sheringham.........Status: EXTREME.
4) Sheringham Hall Estate..Status: MODERATE
Pretty Corner has lovely woods to frolic in...so much so that the pack
easily
found TWO
perfectly valid trails made up from the
PLETHORA (that’s a BIG word) of checks
spread at random throughout the woods
This motley crew made it through this first
location of EXTREME confusion.
This lot took much longer to conquer the
woody challenge and managed to maintain
superb SOCIAL DISTANCING throughout ......
Arriving in Upper Sheringham village, the
confusion level again rose to EXTREME as the
pack headed north (towards the sea), south (to
God knows where), east (back to where they
came from) and west, led by Leg Over and your
Scribe, who was accused of being a heart attack risk by one of the locals for RUNNING up the hill to the
big house in Sheringham Hall Estate.....where,
of course the trail actually went!!.......
Amidst some MODERATE confusion, when,
rather than finally heading downhill, the pesky
hares decided that we needed a quick circuit
uphill around an old, poxy, mausoleum thing
(or was it a good old fashioned FOLLY??) that
sat atop the hill, overlooking the fine view of
Sheringham House itself.
From this high vantage point the trail was at
last finally VISIBLE being laid atop the very
numerous dollops of stinky cow shit which
dotted the fine green meadow under what was
by now a glorious English summer day....
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For those of our readers that
actually want to know, in detail,
where the trail went, view the map
below.......
Exhausted hashers seemed to
appreciate the downhill slalom as
the beach got nearer and nearer.
However our cunning hares had laid
on an interesting side show as the
trail crossed the Sheringham to Holt
railway line.
Just as the middle of the pack was
crossing the railway bridge a
hooting CHOO CHOO appeared
gushing huge clouds of steam from
its chimney stack. This was when we
hashers knew that it was so much
better for us to be getting the fresh
country air rather than shut into that bygone mode of smelly transport.
However, it did jog a memory or two
of times long, long ago off on holiday
to Aberdeen behind a huge blue
Mallard steam locomotive......
After than tear jerking interlude,
back to reality and to our story of a
Seaside Run.
Finally the BEACH came into view
and the blue, but icy cold, sea invited
us to swim.
A fair number did just that, but most
stayed relatively warm on the beach
to enjoy the fine beers, superb
flapjacks and other snacky things, so
man and woman-fully, carried to
this isolated beach beer stop.

Of what happened after that, of later misdemeanours back in Sheringham that evening, I have no
knowledge. Probably better that way!!
..........ON-ON!!
……SHAMCOCK........
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Corona Hash Zoom Fun
So.. I’m gonnna
shaaaaare my
screeeeeennn…
Caneverybodyseeit?

…Could do
with a pint

Zoom needs a
button that
plays wrap it up
music like at
the Oscars

It’s important to
take a break from
the screen, which is
why we are
watching a movie
right now.

…I’m
hungry
.

Sorry I’m late.
You won’t
believe the
network
traffic!

I need a day
between every day
to recover from the
day before, and
prepare for the day
coming

Ripping off your mask
when you get back in
the car is the new taking
off your bra when you
get home.

Pubs & restaurants can only
serve alcohol in Tier 3 areas if
customer buys a meal.
I’ll have 4 pints and 4 carvery
dinners please!
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Runs for December 2020

All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note) Latest details www.ch3.co.uk
Hare raiser it`ll come off
Run No. 2201: 06-Dec-2020
The west Wickham Book Exchange Telephone Box, High Street, West Wickham, , CB21 4RY
Hares U Bend & Shamcock
Grid reference TL 614 493 Spread out parking along the High Street
Run No. 2202: 13-Dec-2020
Hares Smeghead
Run No. 2203: 20-Dec-2020,
Xmas Run
Shelford Rugby Club, The Davey Field,
Cambridge Road, Great Shelford, CB22 5JJ
Hares The Earl of Pampisford
Run No. 2204: 27-Dec-2020
Hares Debonaire

Grand Master - The Earl of Pampisford
Joint Masters - Smeghead & Wimp
Religious Advisor - Horny
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Stats - Pedro
Song Mistress - Double Top
Hash Horn - Muff Diver
Fat Controler - Gorilla
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Grand Mattress - Sox Maniac
Joint Mattresses - Calamity & Only Me
Verger - El Rave
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Beer Master - Benghazi
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
Corvid19 Advisor - Blowback
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